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A spectre is haunting Europe -- the spectre of communism. All the powers of 
old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this spectre: Pope 
and Tsar, Metternich and Guizot, French Radicals and German police-spies. 

Karl Marx / Friedrich Engels in the Communist Manifesto 

 

Introduction 

150 years after the publication of the Communist Manifesto, it appears that things 

have not changed as much as one might hope. The Pope, the French and the German 

publics are again haunted by a spectre, only this time the spectre is Turkey, or Islam, 

but the two are readily confused. At least this is the impression one gets when one 

reads mainstream opinion pieces in the German, French and Dutch media and follows 

public debates.  

In the following paper1, we discuss the diverging patterns of the British media 

debate on Turkey in comparison to continental mainstream narratives. Our findings 

can be summarised under the following headings: 

• The UK public debate on Turkey’s EU prospects is substantially different 

from its continental European versions (French, German, Dutch, Austrian or 

Scandinavian).  

• There is a next to complete convergence of all major political parties, opinion 

leaders and the ‘big business’ in the United Kingdom regarding a supportive 

position towards Turkey’s EU-membership bid.  

• This convergence is coherent with widespread and deeply entrenched euro-

scepticism in the UK public, and consequently, with a vision of the future of 

the European Union which differs fundamentally from the expectations which 

continental European debates vest in the EU. 

                                                
1  The paper is based on a study of ‘British Public Discourses on Turkey’, complementary to the research project 

‘European integration and cultural patterns of perception’ at the University of Konstanz. The research has been 
conducted by Dr Othon Anastasakis, Dr. Kerem Oktem and Ioannis Grigoriadis. We would like to thank Dr 
Angelos Giannakopoulos and Esat Bozyigit for their comments and contribution to our research effort. A first 
version of this paper was presented at the Galatasaray Conference in Istanbul, 3-4 June 2005. 
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• There is a degree of divergence between Conservative and Labour 

perspectives on Turkey, not in the level of support, but in the motivations for 

backing Turkey’s bid. 

The Turkey debate in the UK is to a large extent also a response to the debates on the 

continent. In order to outline the discursive framework and the arguments, which 

many British commentators have in mind when they write about Turkey’s EU-bid, we 

shall briefly refer to its key components. A citation from a renowned German 

historian, Prof Heinrich Wehler, who in the internet debate group of the respectable 

liberal German weekly Die Zeit summarised the key arguments which now dominate 

the Turco-sceptic discourse—especially in Germany, but also in the Netherlands and 

France—is a case in point: 

Europe … was shaped by the Jewish, Roman and 
Christian Antiquity, the reformation, secularization, 
Christendom, the Enlightenment, by social formations 
such as the free gentry and the free bourgeoisie. This 
does not exist elsewhere. 
The incorporation of 90 Million or more Turks would 
destroy the historical character of the Union, as the 
Turks do not have a European consciousness of identity. 
… This would destroy the grandiose project of 
European freedom and replace it with a free-trade zone 
from the Atlantic to Wladiwostok. 
The Eight east European countries, which entered the 
EU, the two islands of Cyprus and Malta are not that 
important, has led to the accession of genuinely 
European states, which have been part of historical 
Europe for more than 1,000 years. The incorporation of 
a large state in Asia Minor with more than 90 Million 
Muslims is something different. 
Hans-Ulrich Wehler in the Internet Forum of Die Zeit (translated 

by the author). 

 

 The rhetorical strategies, the plays with fears and half-truths, which this statement 

employs, do not need to be analysed here in detail, as they are largely self-

explanatory. Yet, Wehler’s statement appears to represent the commonplace view in 

the continental debate, as it contains all the major issues which are raised in 

continental Europe when the future of Turkey’s EU vocation is scrutinised. In a 
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slightly caricaturising manner, the British response to these arguments could be 

constructed as follows: 

Yes, Europe … was shaped by the Jewish, Roman and 
Christian Antiquity, …. However, it was just as much 
shaped by German belligerence and expansionism, the 
Holocaust and the German Sonderweg. 
Yes, the incorporation of 90 million or more Turks 
would destroy the historical character of the Union, and 
the grandiose project of European freedom and replace 
it with a free-trade zone from the Atlantic to 
Vladivostok. But this is precisely what we want, a free-
trade zone of democracies, which adhere to the rule of 
law and human rights, and allow for the free flow of 
capital. European consciousness and identity do not 
belong in the realm of international politics. And the 
fact that Germany needs Europe to prevent itself from 
embarking on another Sonderweg should not limit the 
scope of Europe’s political choices. 

  
 

Methodological considerations 

The key assumption, on which our critical content analysis of relevant texts is based, 

conceptualises the debates in the British Parliament, the print and the visual media as 

constituting a public sphere, which reveal more than just opinions on day-to-day 

politics. Such statements are formed by historical contingencies, collective memory 

and institutional and cultural traditions whose traces we can unveil if we read these 

statements diligently and critically. While this study focuses on statements and 

articles published the UK print media, it aims to contextualise them in this larger 

framework of the public debate.   

To give an example from Prof Wehler’s speech, we see that ideas such as an 

essential European identity, stretching back uninterruptedly to Hellenic Antiquity, and 

the image of an ‘essential’ and indeed demonised Islamic ‘Other’ does not only reflect 

the anxiety of a German academic. It reveals deeply entrenched ways of making sense 

of oneself, through the construction of a significant ‘Other’. 

Therefore, a three-level approach to the UK debate on Turkey seemed to be 

appropriate, based on the following fields of inquiry. We scrutinised the speeches and 

reports produced in the House of Lords, the Houses of Commons, and the Foreign 
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Affairs Committees of both houses for a period roughly between the Luxembourg 

Summit of 1997 and October 2004. The second level of investigation, and the core of 

the study, was the analysis of major articles and opinion pieces in the British print 

media between 1997 and 2005 (cf. Table 1). This paper focuses on the outcomes of 

this second level analysis. The third level of analysis, aimed at a triangulation of the 

outcomes of the first two levels through interviews with academics and public opinion 

leaders. 

 
Table 1: Database Print Media (Screening period 1997 – 2005)2 

 

Figures based on the monthly report of the Audit Bureau of Circulations, May 2005 

After this initial screening, in-depth case studies for four major publications were 

conducted (cf. Table 2), which reflect the spectrum of political positions featured in 

the debate and a variety of socio-economic backgrounds of reading audiences. The 

                                                
2  The categories in this table are based on those of the independent Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC), which 

monitors the circulation data of all UK newspapers and magazines. ABC distinguishes three categories of 
target groups: quality, mid-market and tabloid. 

Publication/ 

Newspapers 

Type Political Angle Circulation Articles 

Screened 

The Daily Telegraph Quality Conservative 912,000 792 

The Times Quality Conservative 685,000 648 

Daily Mail 

Tabloid/  

Mid-Market 

Conservative 2,380,000 

1,465 

The Observer Quality Labour 453,000 504 

The Guardian Quality Labour/ LibDem 367,000 805 

The Independent Quality Labour/ LibDem 262,000 687 

Total    4,901 

Journal Political Spectrum Major pieces 

The Spectator Conservative 10 

The Economist Independent 178 

New Statesman Labour 107 

Total  295 
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Daily Telegraph was chosen as the largest quality conservative daily, and The Daily 

Mail as the largest conservative middle market tabloid newspaper. The Independent is 

one of the leading centre/left-wing newspapers, which tends to be critical of Labour 

foreign policy especially regarding Iraq and the EU. Finally, The Spectator was 

examined as the country’s leading intellectual platform for the Conservative party. 
 

Table 2: Case Studies3 

Caste Study Publication Major articles/ 

Leaders 

Case Study 1 The Daily Telegraph 8 

Case Study 2 Daily Mail 17 

Case Study 3 The Independent 10 

Caste Study 4 The Spectator 10 

Total  45 

 

 

Overview of the UK public debate on Turkey’s EU accession  

All publications surveyed in our case studies dealt with Turkey’s EU accession in 

numerous headers, articles and commentaries. As would be expected, the highest 

occurrence of such articles coincided with major historical events such as the 2002 

EU Copenhagen Summit at which Turkey’s membership prospects met with little 

support, the Turkish Parliament’s March 2003 vote to refuse passage to American 

troops for the Iraq War, and the bomb attacks in Istanbul in November 2003. The 

Turco-sceptic statements of the EU Convention’s Chair, Valery Giscard D’Estaing in 

November 2002 and similar remarks made by EU Commissioner Frits Bolkestein in 

November 2004, as well as the adultery law crisis in Turkey in September 2004 also 

triggered a great number of press responses. The decision of the European Council in 

October 2004, to start EU accession negotiations with Turkey was discussed and 

analysed in great detail in all studied publications. 

In this section, four clusters of key arguments will be presented which are 

underscored with representative quotations from the body of textual evidence. Before 

                                                
3  The case studies were conducted by the author and Ioannis Grigoriadis, and are attached to the final project 

report. 
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turning to the quotations, the general findings can be summarised as follows. Out of 

the more than 5,000 texts examined, only two articles categorically rejected the idea 

of Turkish EU-accession on cultural and religious grounds. One of these articles was 

published in The Spectator as a guest commentary by the editor-in-chief of the 

German conservative daily Die Welt. 

Thus, it can be inferred that there is only a very weak correlation between the 

political angle of a journal/newspaper and its view on Turkey’s EU-accession, 

between political party perspectives and the issue, and between differential socio-

economic backgrounds of the targeted reading audience of each publication and the 

perspective on Turkey. In other words, all examined media converged in their key 

statements on Turkey’s EU-accession. Diverging views, however, do appear when the 

motivations and the rationale for the support of Turkey’s EU-bid are discussed. 

Especially in The Spectator, support for Turkey is often presented together with a 

categorical rejection of the European Union, while many comments in The 

Independent for instance see Turkey as a chance to transform the EU into an inclusive 

and multi-cultural polity. Yet, these different motives, based on different 

conceptualisations of the European Union, do not counteract the generally positive 

approach to the question of Turkish membership. Basically, the range of difference in 

views in the textual evidence is narrow. Even in the sample of the 45 texts analysed in 

detail, all but two ranged from enthusiastic to cautiously supportive.  

The four interrelated clusters of perspectives which emerge from the body of 

textual evidence are, firstly, ‘Perspectives in the UK media on Turkey’s history, 

present and future in the EU’, and, secondly, ‘Perspectives on the EU, EU political 

parties, institutions and their representatives’. The third cluster contains statements 

regarding the special role of the UK in facilitating Turkey-EU relations, and the last 

cluster looks into comments on strategic foreign policy objectives, and their relation 

to Turkey’s EU-prospect. 

 
Perspectives on Turkey 

Almost all articles on Turkey affirm the country’s historical modernisation project 

and evaluate positively the Kemalist state model. Turkey is generally seen as a model 

of a secular state for the Islamic world. While the shortcomings of Turkish 

democracy, especially regarding minority rights, human rights abuses and gender 
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inequalities are acknowledged the current reform process is considered to be 

substantial and incontrovertible. This relative enthusiasm for Turkey is striking as we 

can establish that the general tend in the British media only ten years ago was a very 

different one indeed. In particular The Guardian, but also some of the other papers, 

were extremely critical towards Turkey’s Kurdish policy and its human rights’ 

abuses.4 

On the eve of publication of the Commission report on Turkey in October 

2004 Adrian Hamilton, in the leader ‘Europe Must not Reject Turkey Now’ wrote: 

 

The point about Turkey's application to join the EU is 
not that it doesn't pose problems of its treatment of the 
Kurds. It does, and those may get worse before they get 
better if the PKK has its way. Nor is it that its avowedly 
Islamist new government won't seek social and 
legislative changes that put it at odds with Western 
Europe's secularist culture. It isn't even that Turks can 
be regarded as ‘Europeans’ in the same way as Swedes 
or Poles. 

Yet despite all the shortcomings, Turkey is on 
the verge of change: It is that Turkey wants to join the 
EU, it has a moderate Muslim government within a 
secularist constitution and is prepared to make the 
changes - as much for its own sake as Brussels - to get 
there. On the other side you have a union of states 
which, for all its failings, provides a way of 
incorporating all sorts of ethnic and religious views 
within a wider context than the nation state 
(Independent, 9/9/2004). 

 
Hence, the need for continuous reform: During the negotiation process for EU 

accession Turkey must continue reform aiming at full democratisation. However, the 

country’s shortcomings are seen as ever more powerful reasons to support Turkey. 

The comparative examples given are Portugal, Spain and Greece. 

 

Opening accession talks with Turkey would be 
worthwhile in itself. To those who protest that the 
country has a poor human rights record, it should be 

                                                
4  According to Professor William Hale, during the Galatasaray conference deliberations, the debate on Turkey 

was a mostly negative one until the late 1990s, while Greek perspectives on Cyprus and Turkey generally 
received a warmer welcome. This shift in perspective can be explained by the reforms undertaken by 
successive Turkish governments in the last years, and also as a result of closer scrutiny of Turkey’s role as the 
only democratic country with a majority Muslim population. 
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answered that the very process of negotiation will act as 
a sharp spur to improvement - just as it did for Spain 
and Portugal, shaking off the legacies of Franco and 
Salazar. But opening the way for a large Muslim but 
secular state to join is right for the EU in any case. ... 
[T]he Union can prove that it is capable of turning itself 
outwards, free of hang-ups about race and religion, to 
start to draw the Muslim world closer to the values of 
democracy and human rights that we profess (Leading 
Article, ‘A Chance for the EU to Cover Itself in Glory’, 
Independent, 13/12/2002). 
 

In both passages, there is clear acknowledgement of the difficulty of EU-Turkey 

accession negotiations aggravated by structural obstacles such as population size, 

economic condition. Yet none of these problems are seen as insurmountable. 

 

Perspectives on the European Union, EU political parties and institutions 

In this cluster of statements, we encountered a deep-seated suspicion towards German 

and French historical contingencies, Franco-German axes and German Sonderwegs, a 

dismissive position towards ‘European protectionism’ in general and the EU’s 

Common Agricultural Policy, in particular. 

 

Turkey is an ally of Europe in every respect, save 
perhaps if you are a French maize-grower or a metal-
basher in Germany’s rust-belt. This, perhaps, is the 
subtext to the outbursts of Mr Bolkestein and others: 
they fear the loss of European protectionism. We say 
that if the entry of Turkey to the EU were fatally to 
undermine the Common Agricultural Policy, then that is 
one more reason for supporting Turkey’s entry (Leading 
Article, ‘Open the gates of Vienna’ The Spectator, 
18/9/2004). 

 

Conservative publications such as The Spectator and the Daily Telegraphy depict 

European conservatives, and especially German Christian Democrats, as 

‘Islamophobic’, ‘essentialist’ and ‘racist’, while arguing that Islam has already 

become a part of Europe’s religious and religious fabric. 

 

Readers may dimly recall that the European project was 
meant to be all about overcoming old rivalries. But not, 
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apparently, when it comes to Turkey. Tony Blair, who 
was in Ankara yesterday to discuss the campaign 
against terrorism, is one of the few EU leaders who 
genuinely support Turkish membership. Some of his 
fellow heads of government are in favour in theory, but 
not in practice; many, especially in France, are opposed 
in any circumstances. The case against Turkey is an 
ugly one, drawing on racial and religious bigotry 
(Leading Article ‘Our Friends in Turkey Should be 
Allowed in the EU’. The Daily Telegraph, 18/5/2004). 

 

In the same vein, though from a different political angle: 

Ah, yes, now I understand these particular values which 
form the basis of this wonderful Union of theirs. They 
are to be based only on Christianity. So that's why 
Europe had to energetically burn those millions of Jews 
50-plus years ago. The continent's terrific human values 
could not be sustained when it contained such a large 
number of un-Christian souls. How interesting that it is 
the German and French leaders - with their shameful 
anti-Semitic history - who are keenest to keep Europe 
Christian. And now other threats are being made by all 
manner of barbarians knocking at the doors: Hindus, 
Sikhs, Baha'is, Buddhists and - most of all - those 
infernal Muslims. We allowed them to enter our 
countries so we could exploit them, and now they think 
they can actually belong to this ancient civilisation.  
(Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, ‘Do Muslims not Belong to 
This Christian Europe?’ Independent, 16/12/2004). 
 

These statements, although from politically rival publications demonstrate to what 

extent European institutions in general and protectionist policies in particular are 

equated with parochialism and an exclusionist attitude towards cultural and religious 

‘Others’. 

 
The special role of the UK in facilitating Turkey-EU relations 

This cluster consists of affirmations of a special historical friendship and political 

relationship between the United Kingdom and Turkey and articles on the special role 

that the United Kingdom should play in bringing Turkey into the European Union. 

Such positions are surprising in light of the highly complex relationship between the 

Ottoman and British Empires in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and 
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considering the widespread criticism of Turkish minority and human rights abuses in 

the 1990s. As argued earlier, British public debate has been highly critical and often 

dismissive of the Ottoman Empire and Turkey, be it during its withdrawal from the 

Balkans at the turn of the last century and the ‘Bulgarian Atrocities’, or its Kurdish 

policies in the 1990s. 

The Daily Telegraph, in one of its leading articles, proudly declares its own position 

as traditionally supportive of Turkey. While this stance might not be seen as 

representing a mainstream view in the UK debate, it is nevertheless insightful in 

demonstrating the differences between the UK and continental European discourses 

on Turkey. A statement such as the following would be unthinkable in any newspaper 

on the continent: 

Britain, unlike many European countries, has been 
traditionally Turcophile, and The Daily Telegraph 
especially so. It was on this issue that, in 1877, we 
broke with Gladstone, who had been calling, Chirac-
like, for the Turks to be bundled, bag and baggage, out 
of Europe. We went on to back the Turkish intervention 
in Cyprus in 1974. So it is with some enthusiasm that 
we again take up the cause of our old friend (Leading 
Article ‘Our Friends in Turkey Should be Allowed in 
the EU’. The Daily Telegraph, 18/5/2004). 

 

Strategic foreign policy objectives 

The final cluster of statements refers to strategic foreign policy considerations, and 

argue for a strong transatlantic partnership and strategic orientation. In this context, 

we can discern a strong appraisal of Turkey’s prospective contribution in the field of 

geopolitics and global strategy and general agreement that Turkey’s EU membership 

will boost the geopolitical and global strategic role of the European Union.  

In a leading article, The Daily Telegraph explores the strategic consequences of 

Turkey’s EU membership and argues that Turkish accession can create the conditions 

for the emergence of the European Union as a significant global player. As the idea of 

a European Union as a unitary security and foreign policy actor which could become a 

‘fully fledged superpower’ is gaining popularity in British foreign policy circles, the 

geopolitical clout of Turkey increases the appeal of Turkey’s membership. In the 

words of the article: 
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Advocates of the European Union as a fully fledged 
superpower predicted yesterday that the addition of Turkey's 
military might would make it a true global player….Turkey 
would extend EU territory deep into Asia, ultimately 
transforming Europe into the dominant regional power in the 
Middle East….It is a nation of 71million people, many of 
them young, which would help to offset the EU's acute ageing 
crisis.…The new geopolitical calculations turned Turkey from 
likely burden to potential asset almost overnight Leading 
Article, 'The Key to Global Power', The Daily Telegraph, 
17/12/2004, p. 13. 

 

Furthermore, many articles suggest that the European Union has a historical mission 

to embrace the Muslim world and Muslim communities in Europe by accepting 

Turkey’s membership. Just after the end of the 2002 Copenhagen Summit, for 

instance, The Independent published the following leader:  

 

The EU has arrived at a moment of destiny. It needs to 
become a credible and dynamic world player to 
counterbalance the hyper-power. Unlike the US, it has a 
long relationship with the Muslim worlds and it is more 
trusted when it comes to the Middle East. Yet today it 
has betrayed these possibilities and stands condemned 
by those of us who had such hopes. What else, but dark 
despair? (Leading Article, ‘A Chance for the EU to 
Cover Itself in Glory’, Independent, 13/12/2002) 
 

What is indeed striking in the British debate is that all negative arguments on 

Turkey’s democratic deficits and status as a cultural misfit are recognised by most 

authors but the conclusions differ profoundly from those of the Turco-sceptic agenda 

of continental European debates. 

 

Tentative explanations for ‘British Exceptionalism’ 
As recent studies based on the International Social Survey and Commission-funded 

research5 show, Britain appears to be the most euro-sceptic polity of the European 

                                                
5  Cf. Duchesne, Sophie and Antony Heath, Patterns of Identity: An Empirical Comparison of French and British 

Conceptions of Nationality, Workshop Proceedings ‘National Identity and Euroscepticism: A Comparison 
Between France and the United Kingdom. Oxford 13 May 2005, and Jamieson, Lynn Orientations of Young 
Men and Women to Citizenship and European Identity: Euroscepticism, Workshop Proceedings ‘National 
Identity and Euroscepticism: A Comparison Between France and the United Kingdom. Oxford 13 May 2005. 
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Union. These studies show that while there is great interest in the culture, the 

countrysides and gastronomic traditions of European countries, there also is a distinct 

feeling of difference and alienation from the continent, and especially from the 

procedures of EU institutions, which are often associated with red tape of the worst 

kind. 

The eminent scholar of nationalism, Anthony Smith, addressing the issue of 

‘British exceptionalism’ and the difficulty in embracing the notion of European 

identity argued recently that a number of factors account for Britain’s historically 

contingent national identity, which might explain the ambiguous view towards the EU 

(and by extension, the exceptional view towards Turkey)6. According to Smith, 

Britain was not part of the realm of ‘trans-territorial Latin Christendom’ and the 

sovereign space of Charlemagne’s Empire, which, from the High Middle Ages on 

shaped central parts of continental Europe and accounted for much of a common 

heritage which is now used as frame of reference by many continental European 

commentators when talking about ‘European identity’. He contends that it was 

Britain’s island mentality, which contributed to a feeling of ‘Otherness’; such a view 

is a consequence of England’s early experience of national statehood with a unified 

law code dating from the thirteenth-century. Likewise, he claims that Englishness has 

been an established identity for at least eight centuries. 

Anthony Smith’s ‘ethno-symbolist’ (Smith 2004)7 analysis seeks, by 

definition, to locate the emergence of an English nation at a very early juncture in 

history, and has more often that not been accused of ultimately buying into 

primordialist explanations of ethnic identity (Özkirimli 2003)8. While it may add to 

our understanding of how these early manifestations of ‘Otherness’ have been 

consciously incorporated into the collective memory of Britons, it does not explain 

fully why British views on Turkey’s EU-accession diverge so dramatically from their 

continental equivalents. For this, we must explore recent historical developments. 

                                                
6  Cf. Smith, Anthony ‘Set in the silver sea’: English National Identity and European Integration, Workshop 

Proceedings ‘National Identity and Euroscepticism: A Comparison Between France and the United Kingdom. 
Oxford 13 May 2005 

7  Smith, Anthony D. 2004 'History and national destiny: responses and clarifications', Nations and Nationalism 
10(1/2): 195-209. 

8  Özkirimli, Umut 2003 'The nation as an artichoke? A critique of ethnosymbolist interpretations of nationalism', 
Nations and Nationalism 9(3): 339-355. 
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To Smith’s account we might add the historical experience of the British 

Empire, and hence familiarity with the management and administration of difference. 

The all-pervasiveness of economic and political liberalism in the British context, and 

hence the belief in free-trade and the institutional arrangements sets the UK apart 

from all continental European countries. Furthermore, immigration of British subjects 

from former colonies began in the 1940s and thus exposed British society to 

communities with different cultural and religious backgrounds at a much earlier stage 

than was the case in continental European countries. Hence, anti-discriminatory and 

anti-racist struggles started much earlier and resulted in a renunciation of essentialism 

and racism in the political sphere and an embrace of multi-culturalist policies. More 

inclusive citizenship practices, facilitated by the Commonwealth, further strengthened 

an ethnically and religiously neutral outlook. 

Although all these conditions contributed to a set of legal, ideological and 

political constellations which are more inclusive from that of continental European 

countries they do not determine political choice at the elite level and hence do not 

fully establish a path-dependent explanation for British attitudes towards Turkish 

membership. It is important to note that relations between the British and Ottoman 

Empires were highly antagonistic at most times. The Daily Telegraph article, referred 

to earlier indicating that ‘Britain, unlike many European countries, has been 

traditionally Turcophile’ does not represent a generally positive historical disposition 

towards Turkey on the part of the UK public. As William Hale has argued, the UK 

public debate was highly critical of Turkey in the 1980s and 90s on accounts of 

human rights abuses and Turkey’s Kurdish policy. The impressive political reforms of 

the current Turkish government, accelerated by the perspective of EU-accession 

appears to have had an impact on these attitudes. In light of this apparent shift in 

views, we need to take analysis further and look at the larger context of British 

strategic interests and foreign policy requirements to explain ‘British exceptionalism’ 

in general and with regard to Turkey’s candidacy, even if such interests are 

interrelated with the aforementioned historical contingencies. 

The UK’s foreign policy objectives are decidedly trans-Atlanticist, and its 

economic interests are global rather than European. Both of these perspectives are 

shared by the majority of the examined publications. The case for Turkey’s 

membership bid then appears as the perfect template on which UK visions of Europe, 
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clearly shaped by British Euroscepticism and, indeed, visions for global governance 

can be expressed. From this perspective, the accession of Turkey would make 

possible the transformation of the EU into a free-trade zone of democratic states and 

subvert Franco-German hegemony and perceived plans for a supra-national European 

state. Accordingly, it would contribute to a Union which can be a model of global 

governance serving the strategic interests of the UK while sending a signal to the 

Muslim world that the interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq were not directed at the 

Islamic umma (the community of Muslims). 

We argue that because of this convergence of strategic foreign policy 

objectives and economic interests at this particular juncture, a wide-spread consensus 

has emerged amongst political decision-makers, ‘big business’, conservatives and 

multi-culturalists regarding Turkey’s EU-bid. This consensus is not determined by 

‘history’, as we have tried to show, yet, its emergence has been made possible by the 

aforementioned particularities of British historical experience and the resulting 

‘dispassionate pragmatism’ in foreign policy-choice. 
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SOUTH EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES AT OXFORD (SEESOX) 
European Studies Centre, St Antony’s College 

University of Oxford 
 
 
South East European Studies at Oxford was launched in 2002 as part of the European Studies 
Centre, St Antony’s College, University of Oxford. It focuses on politics and society in the Balkans, 
Greece, Turkey and Cyprus. Drawing on the academic excellence of the College, the University and an 
international network of associates, this Programme seeks to foster academic and policy relevant 
research and discussions on the dynamics of post-conflict reconstruction, transition emphasising the 
role of, and relations with the European Union. In investigating each of these poles as well as their 
interrelationship, its ambition is to be provocative and constructive.  
 
 

General Objectives 
 

• To support high quality action research on South East Europe with special focus on the 
politics of long-term EU enlargement; 

• To organise conferences, workshops and research seminars; 
• To promote a multi-disciplinary study of the region’s developments within Oxford 

University (e.g. politics, law, sociology, economics, international relations) working in 
collaboration with students’ groups, academics, Centres and Programmes within the 
University; 

• To spearhead exchanges and debates among networks of individuals and institutions 
beyond Oxford on these issues; 

• To foster cooperation between the academic and the policy making community. 
 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

St Antony’s College was founded in 1950 as a graduate college focusing on area studies. The College 
is the most international of the graduate colleges of the University of Oxford specializing in 

international relations, economics, politics and history of various parts of the world. The European 
Studies Centre opened in 1976 to promote the interdisciplinary study of Europe at Oxford. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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